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Notes From the Editor
100 PROOF SCIENCE FICTION, STRAIGHT ... IS IT PALATABLE?

The "Brass Tacks" column of the May 1953 Astounding car
ried a letter from Mr. John Gilson expressing an interesting 
idea. He said, nYour editorial on 'The Laws of Speculation' 
will probably start a lot of speculation, so why not start 
a department of -- or for -- the practice and advancement 
of speculation? Call it the Spec. Dept."

Editor Campbell's answer, "The Spec. Dept, is called 'As
tounding Science Fiction'", was true enough. His magazine 
still leads the field in the publication of entertaining 
speculation, the "what would happen if. . ?" story. Which 
happens to be the sort of story that keeps a good many of 
us reading science fiction.

But Campbell said, in that September 1952 editorial that 
Mr. Gilson mentions, "I cannot publish a highly interesting 
and intelligent speculation, no matter how sound, unless it 
is wrapped up in a reasonably acceptable story."

That, too, is true. He can't -- but a little publication 
like the Advertiser can. And, beginning as soon as we can 
get under weigh, the Advertiser will carry a "Spec. Dept." 
(for which title, many thanks to Mr. Gilson), and I hope 
many of you will contribute to it.

To suggest an example, a more complex astronomical situa
tion than prevails in our solar system would undoubtedly 
have a profound influence on the development of the sciences. 
Many entertaining speculations have been offered in science fiction concerning hypothetical races whose knowledge of 
the various sciences grew with emphases differing from ours: 
highly developed social sciences existing with only primi
tive physical sciences is a gimmick that has been used more 
than once,$and it offers a wide scope for further develop
ment. It occurs to me that inhabitants of a planet of a 
multiple star system would take a long time in discovering 
the law of universal gravitation. Perhaps even the lesser 
handicap of Earth's being our sun's only satellite would 
have prevented Kepler's formulating his empirical laws. A 
single example would hardly have warranted their being con
sidered. Does anyone want to kick that around?

Along similar lines, who would like to define a world that 
could not have produced a Euclid: one that would need a Lo- 
bachevski ora Riemann before it would have a usable geom
etry? Or that could not have had a Newton who was not also 
an Einstein?

Another approach that has been highly productive of science 
fiction ideas seeks to posit basic philosophical differences 
In alien races. Can anyone conceive a satisfactory phil
osophical foundation leading to a people's automatically 
applying the opposite of Occam's Razor to their formulation 
of hypotheses? And would anyone undertake the disordered 
task of speculating on the probable history of the ideas of



such a people? (I would like it noted that I am aware that 
humanity has at times profitably flauted the principle of 
parsimony — look at the body of science we've developed 
when the simple hypothesis of a deity explains everything 
— but, generally, our most successful Investigations have 
been conducted with the celebrated nominalist's principle 
inplicit in our thinking.)

Is there conceivable a consistent chemistry that would 
cause solid lenses to be either impossible or dependent upon 
a complex technology? A lot of fun could be had with that 
premise if it could be justified.

I've been thinking more or less along one general line of 
science fiction situation, but there will be no such restric
tions on acceptable ideas. Even some that have been used 
still have a lot of chewing left in them. Despite the sev
eral times that other authors have written Heinlein's "Uni
verse'' and Leinster's "First Contact", my guess is that al
ternative developments of those basic situations qould still be profitably worked out. *

I doubt that I've ever met a science fiction reader who 
hadn't some sort of story idea he liked to talk about. And 
I suspect that even the writers could find something for us 
in their wastebaskets: there are some ideas that just won't 
make a story!

Well, there's the suggestion. The doorrs open, there are 
a lot of pages to be filled for the next issue, and usual 
rates apply. Any takers?
ON PUBLICATION SCHEDULES
Throughout its seven years of publication, the Advertiser's 

bi-monthly schedule has presented an annoying problem. Most 
often it- seems that advertisers think of preparing an ad only 
when a recent issue has reminded them of it. And for ads 
resulting from one issue to be fitted into the next calls for 
some pretty tight scheduling, which to a part-time publisher 
is a hardship. The best practicable solution seems to be to 
change to quarterly publication, which astute readers of this 
issue's cover will have anticipated. Six issues for a dollar 
still holds, and in ail probability you will find they will 
average out to about the same number of pages per year as 
heretofore.
The extended lapse between this issue and the one previous 

is the first that I feel personally responsible for. A sin
cere apology is offered, accon$>anied by the opinion that, 
with quarterly publication, it won't happen again.
READERS IN STERLING COUNTRIES. . .
...may now place subscription orders with Mr. David Cohen, 
Flat 7, "Paisley", 45 Waverley St., Bondi Junction, N.S.W. 
Subscriptions to such countries that have expired during the 
past year have been continued automatically because of the 
in$>osslbility of their renewal, but receipt of further issues 
la now dependent upon renewal.



Fantastic Fiction

There is a difference between fantastic fiction in parti
cular and fiction in general which lies outside o^ consider
ations of subject matter: 
In fantastic fiction the 
motives at work In a story 
arise from elements o r 
sources external to the 
characters in the story; 
in general fiction they 
usually arise from the 
relationships existing 
between the characters.
By "motive" I mean a 

person's reason for doing 
something, the cause or 
purpose of his action. 
By "fantastic fiction" I 
mean both science fiction 
and fantasy. From the 
standpoint of motivation 
we are justified in speak
ing of them as a single 
kind of story. We might 
also distinguish between 
them from that same stand
point by noting that in 
science fiction the ex
ternalized motivating factor — the fantastic element — Is 
described In naturalistic terms, whereas in fantasy it is 
presented in supernatural terms.

Essentially, the external motivation story Is a story about 
something, in which the nature of that something determines 
the actions and events of the story. In its simplest form 
it is a story about a situation. Of course, all stories con
cern "situations" — but in those which come under our head
ing of "Externally Motivated" the situation is a physical 
one, or in some way or another extends outside and beyond the 
relations between the characters: it is extra - personal or 
supra - personal.

Quite often it is a sudden situation which intrudes Itself 
upon the characters making it necessary for them to take some 
sort of direct action to deal with it. For example, there 
is the "threatening peril" story about an extra- terrestrial
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invader (Welle: "War of the Worlds"), a monstrous creature 
(Keller: "The Worm"), something manmade (Russell: "The Mech
anical Mice"), or a supernatural power or entity (Long: "The 
Hounds of Tindalos"). Similar to this is the "catastrophe" 
story, which concerns the efforts of its characters to escape 
death in some overwhelming disaster (Balmer and Wylie: "When 
Worlds Collide") or to cope with a situation on a comparable 
scale which is not necessarily fatal (Leinster: "Sidewise in 
Time"). The story may introduce some object which creates 
the situation. It might be an invention, the major purpose 
of which is to make available to the hero various grandiose 
adventures (Smith: "The Skylark of Space"), or it may revolve 
more closely about the invention Itself, detailing Its ex
ploitation and effects (Jameson: "Tricky Tonnage"). There Is 
also the story in which the hero is presented with a problem 
which he has to solve in order to survive (van Vogt: "A Can 
of Paint"), or for reasons which are essentially professional, 
however desperate (Heinlein: "Blowups Happen"). And there is 
the "alien world" story in which the action grows out of the 
strange environment In which the protagonist flods himself, 
sometimes on this planet (Gallun: "Davy Jones' Ambassador") 
but more often on another (Welnbaum: "A Martian Odyssey").

There are more complex forms of "situation" stories in fan
tastic fiction which we will consider as they come up: stor
ies which do center their attention on the relations between 
characters but in which those relationships are conditioned 
by factors not intrinsically a part of thgm.

We might divide fantastic fiction into three further types 
of stories, basing our division upon the clarity with which 
a story is demonstrably motivated by external factors. Pro
ceeding from the most obvious to the least, there are: (1) 
the "influencing machine" or possession story; (2) the social 
science fiction and "world of magic" story; and (3) the "space 
opera" and fantasy-adventure story.
In the first type, various persons are taken over by some 

form of non -human entity which Is invisible (Russell: "Sin
ister Barrier") or, perhaps, supernatural (Bradbury: "Fever 
Dream"); or by another person with a mystic glamour (Stur
geon: "Cellmate") or super - human powers (Page: "But Without 
Horns"); or by some sinister parasite, usually of extra-ter
restrial origin (Heinlein: "The Puppet Masters"); or are "in
fluenced" by machines ("The Shaver Mystery") or by telepathy 
(Siodmak: "Donovan's Brain"). There are many variations on 
this theme and elements of it have appeared in the works of 
A. E. van Vogt, Don A. Stuart, H. P. Lovecraft, and many 
others. Theodore Sturgeon has perhaps used it the most often 
and most consciously — sometimes apparently as a device to 
bring an otherwise "mundane" story into the realm of the fan
tastic ("Rule of Three" and "The Perfect Host" are instances).

We might divide social science fiction into two classes (as 
does Isaac Asimov in his interesting contribution to Modern 
Science Fiction). The earliest and most prevalent is the 
story dealing In some way with the effect of technological 
advances upon society . The story may describe the immediate



social reactions to some technical innovation (Williamson: 
"The Equalizer") or it may concern special problems associ
ated with the technological scene of the future (Heinlein: 
"The Roads Must Roll"); in either case, the story is usually 
just a more elaborate form of the "situation" story first 
described: it is set in motion by the introduction of some 
object or by a change in scene.

The other and more recent form is the story in which the 
events have to, or could only take place in a society whose 
customs, manners and beliefs are much different from those 
of the one in which we live. "Beyond Bedlam" by Wyman Guin 
is a good example; but in considering such a story we are 
confronted with a curious ambuguity: Is not a culture or 
society composed of individuals? And, therefore, doesn’t such 
a story simply concern relations between individuals, the 
characters of the story? The answer is that because a soci
ety, by virtue of its complexity and unity in diversity, pro
vides a more-than-human ground for the actions of individuals 
we may regard it as something external to individuals and the 
relations between individuals; and when an author shows either 
directly or by implication the motives of his characters as 
arising from this external "object" we are justified in ex
amining the story from the standpoint of external motivation.
The equivalent in fantasy of the social science fiction 

story is the "world of magic" story. If the story depicts a 
society basically like our own but which exists in a physical 
world governed by supernatural as well as natural laws which 
that society actively acknowledges, then it is similar to 
the first type of sbcial science fiction (Heinlein: "The Devil 
Makes the Law"). If the society has a structure uniquely its 
own which was initiated by or made possible by the existence 
of supernatural powers, it is similar to the second type 
(Vance: "Ulan Dhor Ends a Dream", a story in The Dying Earth). 
We have to phrase the distinction in this manner because a 
story can be decided as science fiction or fantasy (once 
granted that it is a "fantastic" story) only by noting the way 
in which IK touches upon the external world; purely social 
phenomena cannot be described as "natural" or "supernatural".

The "space opera" and fantasy adventure stories are the ones 
most unrewarding to examine in terms of external motivation. 
By "space opera" I mean those stories which are primarily 
adventure pieces set against an interplanetary background. 
The fantasy adventure story takes place in a mythic country 
and usually has strong supernatural overtones, but the super
natural events and characters are contained in the story — 
they do not form the basis for it.

We do not have to accept many of these stories as being 
examples of fantastic fiction as they have nothing in common 
with the great body of science fiction and fantasy work, ex
cept the trappings. In fact, we sometimes see letters in 
science fiction magazines complaining that a certain story 
"was not science fiction at all but simply a western with 
spaceships for horses and rayguns instead of sixshooters." 
In short, these stories concern only relations between char
acters, on however crude a level. As such, they do not dlf-



fer from most other "pulp" stories of a non-fantastic nature.

Perhaps this is the point at which to mention that we do 
occasionally find stories In science fiction and fantasy mag
azines which cannot be justly called "space opera" or fant
asy-adventure, but In which the dramatic developments are 
derived solely from the relations between characters. I know 
of four which have been published during the last year or so 
in the more popular magazines: "Sitting Duck" by Oliver E. 
Saari, "I Am Nothing" by Eric Frank Russell, "Secret of the 
House" by H. H. Holmes, and "The Way Home" by Theodore Stur
geon. These stories contain many of the elements of science 
fiction and fantasy but are themselves fantastic only by as
sociation.

Let us try to bring our thesis further into perspective by 
viewing It in turn from three different angles: (1) external 
motivation as a reflection of systemized ideas and theories; 
(2) as a rhetorical device — its use in prayer^ invective, 
courtship, exhortation -- "propaganda"; (3) as 'symbolic" — 
what it expresses of the author’s feelings and personality.

The first approach we shall discard immediately as not be
ing worthy of investigation in an article of this length: 
although fantastic fiction is closely bound up with both Ideas 
and external motivation it has few ideas about external mo
tivation. Several of the psychological and sociological 
theories and systems which situate the origin of personality 
in impersonal factors have inspired science fiction stories 
but they have only formed the dramatic bases of the stories; 
such Ideas are seldom found In fantasy. The only writer 
whose dialectical ideas of motivation have been essential to 
his fiction is Isaac Asimov, his theories of historical de
terminism playing a prominent role in his "Foundation" series.

The other two approaches are more promising.

How can external motivation be used in the writing of rhe
torical fiction? I see only one way: The author can present 
his physical or social -- "supra - personal" — situation and 
show his characters acting in response to it in order to il
luminate existing motives. He can create characters who are 
Identified with certain political, social, esthetic or moral 
values and then place them within a controlled situation so 
as to show by their actions their characters and.the charac
ter of their Ideals.

As an illustration, let us suppose that an author wishes 
to reveal the "basic" motives of some political group or 
movement. He may feel that existing political and social 
conditions obscure those motives because they inhibit their 
exercise or allow them expression only along certain lines. 
Therefore, he can write a story of a future year in which 
that group is in power; or he can write a story in which laws 
have changed and the group has to act through different chan
nels; and so on. By showing the group In response to an en
tirely different situation he can bring Its motives into a 
new focus — just as a chemist might experiment with the pro
perties of a solution by varying the proportions of its in-



gradients.
This use of external motivation — the use to which it is 

put in stories like Huxley's "Brave New World" and Orwell's 
"1984" — differs from the one previously discussed in that 
it makes certain actions possible, while the other makes them 
necessary. It straddles the boundary between fiction in which 
motives arise from sources external to the relations among 
the characters and fiction in which motives arise from the 
relations between the characters. It has to do so, if it's 
going both to involve external motivation and to be effective 
as rhetorical fiction; if the motives in the story arose 
solely from external factors, they would have no relevance 
to the existing situation.

Isaac Asimov suggests in Modern Science Fiction that these 
stories are not really science fiction but are what he calls 
"social fiction"; and I believe that he is right in feeling 
that they differ in kind as well as in quality from the great 
body of work in the field. One of the most peculiar traits 
of magazine fantastic fiction is that rhetoric plays prac
tically no acknowledged part in it. We might say that it is 
devotedly dialectical. Readers seem to be suspicious of any 
story in which the author doesn't confine himself solely to 
the discussion of ideas and presentation of dramatic events 
but allows himself to be distracted by his "editorializing" 
impulses. Partly, this may be just the average person's re
sentment at being "preached at", but I think that something 
else is involved also; a feeling that the fantastic element 
is diluted by the use to which it is put. The fantastic el
ements in stories like "Brave New World" are too clearly fic- 
tlve devices; and since the appeal of the fantastic idea lies 
in its being accepted literally and unreservedly, the reader 
is dissatisfied.

Jt

An author Is not limited to the exploration of political 
themes, of course, but may deal with social motives of a more 
general kind — and we sometimes find stories of this sort 
within magazine pages: those that describe the reactions of 
various persons, peoples and nations to some strange incident 
(Vance: "DP") or Invention (Sherred: "E For Effort"). Usual
ly, the story revolves about some physical incident or object 
which Is initially irrelevant to the political and social 
scene; I believe that this is an additional characteristic 
making the story unacceptable to magazine readers.
The only continuously producing fantastic fiction writer 

whose work has a consistently high rhetorical content is Ray 
Bradbury — a major factor setting his fiction apart from the 
rest of the field.

Let us begin our remarks on the personal significance of 
the use of external motivation in fiction with an inspection 
of it in its purest form: what I've called "the influencing 
machine" story.

In his paper "on the Origins of the Influencing Machine in 
Schizophrenia" (Psychoanaly11c Quarterly, 1933; abstracted 
in #8 Neurotica, 1§51) , Victor Tausk discusses the delusions 
of schizophrenic and paranoid patients who believe that they



are being controlled and influenced by machines, telepathic 
powers, demons, and so forth. In his prefatory note to the 
re-publication of the paper in Neurotica, G. Legman points 
out the relevance of Tausk's observations to science fiction, 
remarking in particular on "Sinister Barrier" by Eric Frank 
Russell (Fantasy Press, 1950) and "Donovan's Brain" by Curt 
Siodmak.

The paranoid is unwilling to accept certain feelings and 
impulses as being his own, so he interprets them as origin
ating from outside himself. To justify this idea he invents 
stories of diabolical machines and sinister influences. It's 
fairly obvious how this same process of rationalization is 
used in fiction. The author has his protagonist commit var
ious (unconsciously) pleasurable crimes — such as murder — 
and then says, in effect: "He is not responsible because 
something -- a super - intelligence, a machine, a magic spell 
-- compelled him to do it." He is "...innocent in terms of 
intention, even if ...guilty in terms of action" is the way 
Sturgeon phrased it in a recent story, "The Dark.Room".

r
In the social science fiction and "world of magic" story 

the author utilizes external factors in a similar but subtler 
way. Somewhere, the critic Kenneth Burke has pointed out 
that the quality of an act varies in accordance wil^i the back
ground against which it is set. For example, an adt performed 
against the background of a universe ruled by gods is quite 
different from the "same" act performed against the background 
of a deterministic and behavioristic universe. Consider H. 
Beam Piper's story, "Last Enemy". It describes a society in 
which re-incarnation has been established as fact: that is, 
when a person dies his "psyche" subsequently reappears in the 
body of a new-born infant. In such a world an assassination 
might have the same political significance as it has in ours, 
but it would be quite different otherwise. In a sense, it 
wouldn't be murder at all and this might serve to justify 
political assassination -- exactly the use to which Piper 
puts it. We can justly suspect the existence of similar mo
tives behind the selection of any societal or physical back
ground radically differing from our own. (In "Beyond Bed
lam", for instance, we are enabled to indulge vicariously in 
adultery-which-lsn't-adultery.)

It is possible that most examples of the first type of 
"situation" story which we considered have no special impor
tance to our discussion here. There are "the more complex 
forms", though, which we have rather slighted till now: stor
ies which do center their attention on the relations between 
characters but in which those relationships are conditioned 
and qualified by certain external considerations. Of course, 
the social science fiction and "world of magic" story is one 
of those forms, but there is another: the story in which the 
relations between the characters are qualified by the phys
ical, biological, or supernatural state of being of one of 
the participants in the relationships: he is a robot, a ghost, 
an "imitation" human being, or an extra-terrestrial creature. 
The reason the author creates an "ersatz" human being as a 
character is that this permits him to contemplate with equa
nimity certain relationships which would otherwise embarrass 
him with their implications. He is enabled to retain certain



feelings and. attitudes as ingredients in a situation without 
having to recognize them as legitimate parts of the relations 
between the characters. (Let us say that the author writes 
a story in which a major character is an "android". He is 
able to present a relationship between "it" and the protag
onist without the embarrassments which would be involved if 
both were members in good standing of the human race.) This 
type of characterization has been a predominate aspect of 
the stories of the new writer, Philip Jose Farmer; he has 
used it with great awareness in his story, "Mother" -- in 
which the idyllic relationship between "mother-and-son" is 
made possible by the physiological nature of "the mother".

It would seem that the distinctive personal use of external 
motivation is that it enables us to transform our relations 
with others in ways advantageous to ourselves by the intro
duction from outside of an extra-personal element into those 
relationships. Essentially, a deus ex machina device.
And that is what makes the external motivation story fan

tastic. For, after all, what do we mean when we say that a 
story is "fantastic"? Simply that it describes events di
vorced from common experience and ideas contrary to common 
preconceptions? The Ripley sense of the word? I don't think 
so. Rather it is an aspect of the story which transforms for 
the moment the very nature of things, which brings into a new 
alignment the forces which govern our lives. It does this 
by reaching in and touching us at the very core of our be
ings: our relations with others.
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AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
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We have recently purchased one of the most important science 

collections ever assembled -- the Herbert M. Evans Library of 

classics in the History of Science. Dr. Evans spent more than 

forty years assembling this library of over 3,500 titles. It includes 

the first editions, in fine condition, of most of the major works in 

the fields of astronomy, physics, mathematics, chemistry, physi

ology & anatomy, medicine, zoology, botany, evolution, genetics, 

philosophy, geology & paleontology, and many other related subjects. 

It is with considerable pride that we are now preparing catalogues of 

these various sections for our customers.
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One of the finest parts of this great collection is the Geology and 

Paleontology section, which is especially rich and complete. Here 

are the works of Amos Eaton, William Maclure, Samuel Robinson, 

Othneil Marsh, William Smith, John Wesley Powell, James Hutton, 

Playfair, Louis Agassiz, Charpentier, Von Buch, Cuvier, Daubr^e, 

De Luc, Lamarck, Lyell, Murchison, Raspe, Schardt, Suess, &c. 

It is not only the major items in this gathering of classics which are 

of such interest. Around this group we have nearly all of the so-called 

"lesser works" which, in terms of the development of geology, are al

so of considerable importance.

If you wish to receive this Geology Catalogue when it is issued, 

please send us your name and address.
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ZEITLIN & VER BRUGGE: BOOKSELLERS

815 No. La Cienega Boulevard 
Los Angeles 46, California



order your copy, now, of the hard cover edition of

THE imUL STHRM,
THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE-FICTION FANDOM

by
SAM MOSKOWITZ

More than 150,000 words.
Nearly 200 8^ x 5" pages.
Numerous photographs.
Sturdy cloth binding.

And dust jacket by the famous FRANK R. PAUL 
* published by the

ATLANTA SCIENCE-FICTION ORGANIZATION PRESS
Jr 

c/o Carson F. Jacks
713 Coventry Road 
Decatur, Georgia

$3.95 , NOW, PREPUBLICATION.
$5.00, IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING PUBLISHING DATE.

TO BE ISSUED THIS SUMMER.

Make all checks and money-orders payable to Car- son F. Jacks, c/o address above.

DON’T BE LEFT OUT. THIS IS A LIMITED EDITION.



THE SPACE MERCHANTS by Frederik Pohl and C. M. Kornbluth. 
Ballantine, 179 pp; paper, 35/, and hardbound, $1.50.

This story of the next century's hucksters hits home with 
an impact you'll feel down, to your heels. Every character 
is the counterpart of similarly motivated, similarly reacting 
people we know today. And although the authors have portrayed 
a world almost fantastically repulsive, the verisimilitude 
of their story is never in jeopardy, for that world is a con
vincing linear extension of civilization's path during the 
past century and a half.

The protagonist, Mitchell Courtenay, is an executive of an 
advertising agency which employs "a list of semantic cue words 
that tie in with every basic trauma and neurosis in American 
life today", in retaliation to the outlaying of compulsive 
subsonics; that outmaneuvres the "safety cranks" who "stopped 
us from projecting our messages on aircar windows" with "a 
system that projects direct on the retina of the eye"; and 
whose client, Coffiest, contains "a simple alkaloid. Nothing 
harmful. But definitely habit - forming." After using his 
free trial supply, the consumer is hooked for life.

"Consumer" is a key word here. To the hucksters, the sole 
function of everyone else is frantic, total consumption. As 
a class, the hucksters have everything pretty much their own 
way, though the competition among themselves sometimes takes 
the form of legalized commercial war, which is played for 
keeps with private armies. The government has become only a 
clearing house for pressures, consisting of an impotent, 
rather pitiable president, and the Senator from Du Pont and 
the Senator from Nash-Kelvinator, and so on. (Note that this 
story preceded our present president's cabinet.)
Another key word is "Consie" (changed from the "Connie" of 

the Galaxy version), the subversive of this society, the Con
servationist. And therein lies the struggle. The hucksters, 
the elite who wear genuine oak jewelry, whose Cadillacs are 
pedalled by two cyclists, who can sometimes afford to shave 
with fresh water; versus the despised, underground radicals 
who favor plans to avoid further waste of the planet's re
sources .

Kornbluth and Pohl are two of our best, though unprolific, 
science fiction authors, and this collaboration ranks with 
the topmost work of each. Notwithstanding my concern here 
with its setting, the story is one of action, suspense, and 
vivid character portrayal. But it is also a book that I, who



Last week one of our newer friends told us some
thing that we've since thought of several times. We had 
been discussing some of the disadvantages that seemed to 
be inevitable in the complex sort of life that has been 
developed for us, whether or not we would have chosen it. 
"Nowadays," he said, "a man needs a number of specialists 
to help him keep his life in order. Besides his personal 
physician and auto mechanic, who fulfill their functions 
the better for their knowledge of his anatomical and auto
motive histories, he may find that he requires an attor
ney and a stock broker, on permanent retainer, to keep a 
benevolent eye on his business affairs. I don't require 
those last two, of course, but I have come to feel the 
need of my own personal bookseller; one who knows what I 
have, what I want, and who will take the time to give my 
library some thought; who could then make suggestions to 
me of books I would like to read, and help me get them at 
prices I can afford."

That is not verbatim, of course; our memory 
isn't quite that good. But it does express our friend's 
thought. And as you may have guessed, he had decided 
that we were the booksellers whom he should have "on re
tainer" . Naturally, we were pleased -- and now we're 
wondering if perhaps we can't provide a similar service 
for you.

We think that our antiquarian stock is singu
larly rich in worthwhile titles on a diversity of sub
jects, and our reasonable prices have caused many casual 
browsers to become frequent visitors. But beyond that, 
we've been told by many customers that they find here an 
atmosphere of uncommercial friendliness that isn't very 
common in our time. They speak of such things as our li
brary chairs and table most unneatly cluttered with lit
erary reviews and the like, of the bookly gab-fests in 
the back .room, of the perennial tobacco supply and the 
coffee and doughnuts on Saturday -- and then say that 
it's something more than that. Whatever it is that makes 
our customers like us, we're happy to have achieved it, 
and hope never to get so big that we lose it.

We open the shop in the evening the second Fri
day of every month especially for our science fiction 
friends. Come In sometime then, 'most any hour after 
7:30, and have a cup (or more) of coffee with us. You'll 
probably find most of the Advertiser's staff here talking 
over profound matters for the next Issue's "Spec. Dept."

JOHN VALENTINE - BOOKS @ 5..

(P.S. Although we don't ordinarily stock magazines, we 
do now have perhaps 200 Astoundings, Galaxys, Startlings, 
and others, from 1946 thru '53, at 10/ a copy. They'll 
go too fast for mall orders to be practicable, but will 
be here for our next "s f night", September 11th.)



am a Connie, wish all huckster sympathisers would read.

Incidentally, a superficial comparison with the 1952 Galaxy 
serial disclosed no re-writing, but the omission of a few 
paragraphs and the entirety of the last three chapters, which 
latter I consider an improvement. And I somehow detect irony 
in the fact that this satire on advertising methods is pub
lished with this note on the copyright page: "A condensed 
version of this novel appeared in GALAXY magazine under the 
title Gravy Planet.n

The Other Novels
THE DEMOLISHED MAN by Alfred Bester. Shasta, 250 pp, $3.

How do you get away with murder when the cops are able to 
read your mind?

It is an oversimplification to take this as the main 
problem of THE DEMOLISHED MAN, but hardly an unfair one. 
In Bester's twenty-fourth century society the existence of 
a numerous group of people endowed with extra-sensory per
ception, especially telepathy, affects many other aspects of 
living besides police procedure. There are Esper physicians 
and Esper personnel managers as well as Esper ^detectives. 
But the author has chosen to consider his Imaginary world 
in the light of a problem in criminology, and as a result 
the illumination he sheds on it is flashy rather than bril
liant. It seems likely that a society" with a devoted and 
powerful group like Bester's Esper Guild in a position to 
influence decisions on a high level would probably be much 
more different from the one we know than the sauced-up par
adise for hucksters of THE DEMOLISHED MAN.
How do you get away with murder? The answer is: you're 

crazy. Bester justifies this conclusion convincingly, even 
if his psychological argument is of the twentieth century 
rather than the twenty-fourth.

I should like to recommend that the next author who chooses 
to postulate a telepathic society spend a little effort on 
speculating about how telepathy works — if it works. He 
might give somebody an idea. It has happened.

WORLD OUT OF MIND by J. T. M'Intosh (Doubleday, 222 pp, 
$2.75). Earth is attacked by an alien race which sends its 
scouts out as such perfect counterfeits of humanity that one 
of them rises to the position of leader of all Earth's forces. 
This would have been better if M'Intosh had made it longer 
and deeper, paid a lot more attention to the implications of 
the vaguely technocratic society he envisages, and left out 
the fighting.
THE TIME MASTERS by Wilson Tucker (Rinehart, 249 pp, $2|). 

Extra - terrestrial visitors again -- only two of them this 
time, spying on Oak Ridge and each other with conflicting 
motives. The first appearance I know of of Gilgamesh in 
science fiction, and a rather fascinating telepathic tech
nique. Tucker's whodunit style fits the story well.



34 EAST 23*0 STREET NEW YORK 10, N. Y.TWAYNE PUBLISHERS, INC.
THE DISSECTING TABLE
by DAMON KNIGHT

WITCHES THREE, by Fritz Leiber, James Blish and Fletcher Pratt. 
Twayne, 423 pp., $3.95. This handsome volume contains two old favor
ites and a surprise—-Leiber's Conjure Wife from Unknown, Blish's There 
Shall Be No Darkness from Thrilling Wonder, and a long (199 pp.) 
never-before-published novel by Fletcher Pratt, The Blue Star.

Taking them in order, Conjure Wife is easily the most frightening 
and (necessarily) the most thoroughly convincing of all modern horror 
stories. Its prentise is that witchcraft still flourishes, or at any rate 
survives, an open secret among women, a closed book to men. Under 
the rational overlay of 20th-century civilization this sickly growth, 
uncultivated, unsuspected, still manages to propagate itself.

Leiber develops this theme with the utmost dexterity, piling up alter
nate layers of the mundane and outre, until at the story's real climax, 
the shocker at the end of chapter 14, I am not ashamed to say that 
I jumped an inch out of my seat. From that point onward the story is 
anticlimax, but anticlimax so skillfully managed that I am not really 
certain I touched the slip-cover again until after the last page. Leiber 
has never written anything better . . . which, perhaps, is all that needed 
to be said.

Conjure Wife applies some of the principles of scientific meth
odology to rhe occult, and spices it with such modernisms as tape 
recorders and Rupert mirrors. There Shall Be No Darkness attempts 
something intrinsically much more difficult—rationalizing the traditional 
werewolf story all the way down to the bottom, leaving no residum of 
fhe occult at all. Blish does a spectacular job of it, taking no more 
liberties with biology than we are accustomed to expect from an ordi
nary science-fiction story about totipotency, longevity or bifocal brains.

The Blue Star, which, on several counts, ought to have turned out 
be the weakest story in the book, is nothing of the sort. A certain 

brace of science-fantasy editors whose editing and writing I esteem 
(although I'm sometimes at loss to account for their opinions) recently 
brushed this novel aside with a reference to George U. Fletcher’s 
Well of the Unicorn—which I haven’t read, unfortunately, so I can’t 
say; perhaps The Blue Star is derivative. If so, I don’t see that it mat
ters; it's a magnificent job of writing, a gem-perfect example of a 
branch of pure fantasy so rare nowadays that I was beginning to think 
it was extinct—the dream-world story. The distinction between this and 
all other types—Utopias and Dystopias, interplanetary stories, projec
tions of the Earth into the distant past and future—is that the dream
world must be completely insular, without the smallest contact with the 
mundane universe either in space or in time; one touch of reality 
withers it.

John Ciardi’s introduction, A Plea For Witches, is penetrating and 
good-humored, erudite without being pedantic—a notable achieve
ment.

Watch Twayne.

If they can keep their future projects up to this standard, they're 
sure to reach the too in short order. -

Soienoe Fiction Adventures



SECOND STAGE LENSMEN by E.E. Smith (Fantasy Press, 307 pp, 
$3). This fifth story in Doc Smith's Lensman series first 
appeared in Astounding in 1941-42. Doc remains unsurpassed 
in the authorship of deep-space adventure. His first story, 
The Skylark of Space, stirred up a bit of a sensation among 
readers of the 1928 Amazing Stories, and In this reviewer's 
opinion his yarns have, with perhaps one exception, been each 
superior to Its predecessor. If you haven't yet been intro
duced to Smith's brand of action - packed, super weapon-antl- 
super weapon, galaxy-wide adventure (which so few other writ
ers can carry off with conviction), try this. I would say it is Inferior only to FIRST LENSMAN (Fantasy Press, 1950) .

THE PLANET OF YOUTH by Stanton A. Coblentz (Fantasy Pub
lishing Co., Inc.; 71 pp, $1.50) is a tale from a 1932 Wonder 
Stories which anticipated THE SPACE MERCHANTS in its concern 
with an attempt of powerful propagandists to "sell" a miser
able planet Venus to potential colonists. The economic mo
tivation and the methods that implement them are very similar 
in the two stories. But the treatments differ considerably, 
though the inevitable comparison of the modern story with the 
one authored by one of the most admired science fictioneers 
of twenty years past shows that neither irony nor satire are 
recent discoveries for "the pulps" . ,

Old-time author, fan, and ( as Fantasy Press) pioneer s f 
publisher Lloyd Eshbach has brought out the second title in 
his Polaris Press series of first book puHications of early 
magazine "classics". This most commendable project intends 
to alternate between science fiction and fantasy. The first 
of the series (THE HEADS OF CERBERUS by Francis Stevens) was 
science fiction; the second, a fantasy, is THE ABYSS OF WON
DERS by Perley Poore Sheehan -- unavailable since its publi
cation in Argosy in 1915. Polaris Press books are published 
in editions limited to 1500 and in all respects are examples 
of superior bookmaking craftsmanship. For economic reasons 
they are available only from the publisher (Box 159, Reading, 
Penn.); the price is $3. While discussion of stories which 
make no attempt at being science fiction is outside the scope 
of this publication, we do want to state that their support 
of the entire Polaris Press venture will be to the advantage 
of science fiction readers.

"The Conditioned Captain" by Fletcher Pratt (Startling 
Stories, May, 1953) has been published in a 55^. paper-bound 
and a $2 hardbound edition by Ballantine as THE UNDYING FIRE.

In fast succession Gnome Press has published books by three 
of our most popular modern scientist-writers. Hal Clement's 
ICEWORLD (216 p, $2.50) was a serial in last year's Astound
ing. See Anthony More's article in the November 52 Adver
tiser for a discussion of this story which explores problems 
of communication between people of worlds of divergent chem
istries and temperatures.

In AGAINST THE FALL OF NIGHT (223 pp, $2.75 — from a 1948 
Startling Stories issue) Arthur C. Clarke relegates his be
loved space flight to an incidental niche, and writes of the 
mutual rediscovery, after thousands of years of isolation, 
of two divergent Earth cultures. Astronaut Clarke does this
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sort of thing quite well, too.

The third Gnome "big name" is Isaac Asimov, whose SECOND 
FOUNDATION (210 pp, $2.75) completes the book publication of 
his "foundation" series from Astounding. The two parts of 
this volume (originally "Now You See It" and "...And Now You 
Don't") carry on with a famous running epic of far future 
galactic history. Neither the state of galactic affairs at 
the conclusion of this volume nor the series' popularity 
among readers tolerate an abandonment of the saga. Let us 
hope that Asimov acts accordingly.

George 0. Smith has been called the best hack in the busi
ness. HELLFLOWER (Abelard Press, 264 pp, $2.75) is a good 
illustration of the reason why. It's got everything: wronged 
space-pilot fighting for vindication, clandestine alien in
vaders, inspired gadgetry, interplanetary dope-running, gal
actic cops-and-robbers, intelligently but unprofoundly han
dled sex, and a prose style that escapes pedestrianism by 
reason of its going on well-oiled roller skates. £If you can 
stand it, you will like it a lot.

Readers who enjoyed the Manning Draco stories in Thrilling 
Wonder will find "The Merakian Miracle", "The R,egal Rlgel- 
lian", "The Polluxian Pretender", and "The Caphian Caper" 
presented as a novel in ONCE UPON A STAR (by Kendall Foster 
Crossen; Holt, 237 pp, $2.95). Others may find the Draconian 
antics worth a laugh or two if they are tin a particularly 
amusable mood.

In THE TRANSCENDENT MAN (Rinehart,244 p, $2.50) Jerry Sohl 
has hit upon a somewhat unusual variant of the "we are prop
erty" theme: human intelligence has been implanted in humans 
by Capellan invaders in order to make the thought-forces re
leased by the death of a human high enough in quality to serve 
as their food. The plot is thickened by the Capellans' abil
ity to take on human and notably female human form. Unfor
tunately, the author still writes like a newspaper man.

The Anthologies and Collections
Since these columns closed for the last issue, five anthol

ogies have come our way, which is quite a respectable quan
tity Indeed. (And any snide remarks to the effect of its 
having been a long time since the last issue will be coun
tered with the observation that, considering the summer lull 
normal to the (book) publishing business, that's still a fair 
number of anthologies to pile up between issues.) Taking them 
in order of receipt, the first is SCIENCE-FICTION ADVENTURES 
IN DIMENSION edited by Groff Conklin, and, for the Grand Old 
Man among the anthologists, somewhat of a departure. For in 
this one he has narrowed the subject and broadened the treat
ment of his selections: all his present inclusions concern 
time-travel or parallel worlds, txit outright fantasy Is mixed 
in with the science fiction. (Vanguard, 354 pp, $2.95.)

For Ballantine Books Frederik Pohl has collected fifteen 
previously unpublished stories (STAR SCIENCE FICTION STORIES, 
202 pp, 35^ and $1.50 in the usual Ballantine dual edition).
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Rumors of fantastically high rates are kicking around in the 
usually misinformed circles with which I mingle, and whatever 
truth there is to them is powerful argument for a viewpoint 
I have frequently upheld in discussions of my salary with my 
boos. For, paid them or not, these writers have earned top 
pay for these stories. Highly recommended.

In CHILDREN OF WONDER (Simon and Schuster, 336 pp, $2.95), 
William Tenn has collected 21 stories about children who are 
even more unusual than usual. Sources are, almost equally, 
the s f magazines and the wide, outside world.

At the opposite end of a qualitative listing from the Pohl 
anthology is PRIZE SCIENCE FICTION edited by Donald A. Woll- 
helm (McBride, 230 pp, $3). This is the first of an intended 
annual series of stories selected by "The Jules Verne Award 
Committee", who are the volume's editor, Forrest J Ackerman, 
and Otto v St. Whitelock. The sources include the best of 
the magazines, and some of the authors are among our favorites 
— so (as always) don't rely too heavily on this one man's 
opinion.

The YEAR’S BEST SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS (edited by Bleiler 
and Dikty; Fell, 315 pp, $3.50) this time are: Tenn, "Fire
water"; Ellanby, "Category Phoenix"; Bllsh, "Surface Ten
sion"; Leinster, "The Gadget Had a Ghost"; and Miller, "Con
ditionally Human".

Ten stories by Henry Kuttner have been collected under the 
title AHEAD OF TIME (Ballantine, 177 pp, 35^ and $2). This 
is perhaps the versatile Kuttners' (Hank and wife C.L. Moore 
who use various by-lines indiscriminately) best collection to 
date. Astounding is the most often tapped source and orig
inal publication dates run from 1942 through 1953. There is 
additionally one till-now-unpubllshed story, "Year Day", an 
episode of the future depicting one way of escape from some 
torturous advertising methods that would Induce envy even in 
a Mitch Courtenay). Clearly among the most skilled science 
fiction writers appearing today, the Kuttners prove in this 
one volume that they also rank among the most ingenious so
ciological and psychological speculators In the field.

Wilmar H. Shiras's "In Hiding" made quite a splash when it 
appeared in a 1948 Astounding, and her two subsequent offer
ings in the same series attracted much, If less, favorable 
commentary. Those three tales of highly intelligent, misun
derstood mutant children, with whom, one gathers, many s f 
fans have little difficulty in identifying themselves, are 
presented with 2 others, previously unpublished, in CHILDREN 
OF THE ATOM (Gnome, 216 pp, $2.75). It is this observor's 
opinion that their quality descends rather linearly from the 
initial story through the last.

Some Non - Fiction
In MAN IN SPACE (Bobbs-Merrlll, 291 pp, $3.75) Heinz Haber 

concerns himself primarily with the physiological and psycho
logical difficulties which will face space tyave^Lers and col-
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onists after technology has got them there. He concludes 
that ". . .a trip to Mars would strain the toughest body and 
mind beyond the breaking point." "Man," he says, "is and 
remains an earthly animal" and "Colonization of the solar 
system is an utterly unrealistic, utopian idea." As an in
escapable corollary to that thought, Dr. Haber submits that 
"This planet must be preserved; it cannot be replaced." But 
"As regards the artificial satellite, the realization of 
space flight is a sound and, within reasonable time, an en
tirely realistic and promising project."

EX-PRODIGY: MY CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH (Simon and Schuster, 310 
pp, $3.95) is Norbert Wiener's autobiography to his 31st year. 
The author of CYBERNETICS and THE HUMAN USE OF HUMAN BEINGS 
(which are enthusiastically recommended to any Advertiser 
reader who isn't familiar with them), who entered Harvard's 
graduate school at the age of 14, maintains a noteworthy ob
jectivity in telling of the problems of the superior child, 
but at the same time one feels that the unemotional approach 
was employed too consistently to permit an adequate exposition of how it feels to be a kid genius. Howev^, I suspect 
that this failure of realization was unavoidable through the 
simple difficulty, to such a lesser Intellect as mine, of 
identifying with this story's protagonist. The book Is good 
reading throughout, despite the author's low opipion of sci
ence fiction (page 84) '.

Three excellent books discussing the philosophy of science 
have recently appeared, each written by British authors. In 
THE SCIENTIFIC ADVENTURE (Essays in the History and Philoso
phy of Science: Pitman, 372 pp, 30/-: obtainable In the U.S. 
from The Britldi Book Centre, Inc., $6.75) Herbert Dingle, 
Professor of the H. and P. of Science at University College, 
London, has collected twenty easily comprehensible essays 
discussing aspects of his subject of interest to the person 
who is well acquainted with it as well as to those of lesser 
education. THE COMMONSENSE OF SCIENCE by J. Bronowski (Har
vard, 150 pp, $2) is an exceptionally provocative essay that 
discusses the relationship of science to other activities of 
civilized man. The author's historical sense is well devel
oped, and in treating of scientific progress since its modern 
beginnings in the 17th century he sheds a goodly amount of 
light on the development of the philosophy of science. WHAT 
IS SCIENCE by Norman Campbell, reprinted last year by Dover 
(186 pp, $2.50) from its original edition of 1921, examines 
its subject in such a manner as to lead the reader to do some 
healthful thinking about matters he may always uncritical
ly have "taken for granted".

Because the editor has been unable to turn up an accommod
ating astrophysicist to discuss ASTROPHYSICS by Lawrence H. 
Aller (Ronald Press, 412 pp, $12),he will quote the publish
ers on the book's behalf. Subtitled THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE 
SUN AND STARS, the book is "a pioneer in its field. . .deals 
with the fundamentals and major modern developments in the 
study of stellar atmospheres. It covers both the methods 
employed and the results obtained In investigations of the 
atmospheres of the sun and stars and solar-terrestrial rela
tionships. The book presents a full discussion of the nature 
of the observational data. It also presents a brief review
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of some of the cosmic problems which come within the scope 
of astrophysics. Some of these are — in Dr. Aller's words:

"'What are the densities, temperatures and compositions of 
stellar atmospheres? How are they constructed? Are the at
mospheric strata in balance with gravity like those of the 
earth...? What causes the high excitation of the solar cor
ona? Was the debris scattered between the stars originally 
expelled from them or is it the stuff from which the stars 
are made?'"

S f writers note: some of your readers will read this book. 
They may be happier if you do too.

A GUIDE TO THE MOON by Patrick Moore (Norton, 255 pp, $3.95) 
is a popular treatment of its subject which includes such 
topics as the satellite's origin and space flight and lunar 
bases, as well as a description of its present characterist
ics. The author, a noted amateur selenographer favors the 
volcanic theory of crater origin end accepts as-fects that 
the moon has an atmosphere .0001 as dense as Earth's and that 
changes to its surface have been recorded.

HOW ABOUT THE WEATHER has been reprinted by New American 
Library as HOW TO KNOW AND PREDICT THE WEATHER (1457 pp, pho
tographic plates, 35/). The author, Robert Moore Fisher, ful
fills the promise of the title to this layman's satisfaction.

The Reprints
The most significant offering among the new editions of 

the older stories, and by any reasonable standard one of the 
best of recent books, is Basil Davenport's one-volume collec
tion of five of Olaf Stapledon's novels, TO THE END OF TIME 
(Funk & Wagnails, 775 pp, $5). Included are "Last and First 
Men" (slightly and honestly abridged, with excluded chapters 
listed and so identified on the contents page), and in their 
entirety "Star Maker", "Odd John", "Sirius", and "The Flames". 
A handsome volume of otherwise out-of-print stories by one of 
science fiction's great writers.
Edwin A. Abbott's classic mathematical fantasy, FLATLAND, 

(first published in the 1880's under the pseudonym of A. 
Square) has been reissued in paper- and cloth-bound editions 
(Dover, 103 pp, $1 and $2.25). A milestone in early s f, 
FLATLAND is still delightful reading.

A.E. van Vogt, one of the giants among modern s f writers, 
has been sorely missed by magazine readers during the past 
two or three years. His 1952 collection DESTINATION: UNI
VERSE! now appears in a paper-bound reprint (New American 
Library, 160 pp, 25/). Here are ten stories, mostly from 
ASF, dating from 1942 through 1950.

The Juveniles
What prolific writer of science fiction since the first 

year of Amazing Stories can still be depended on to turn out 
an absorbing yarn? Only Murray Leinster fits that defini
tion. In SPACE PLATFORM (Shasta, 222 pp, $2.50) we have an-



I will pay a premium for magazines in 
good condition with articles about or 
pictures of Lili St. Cyr.

Clyde Beck, 5817 Monterey Rond, 
Ids Angeles 4£, California

I will pay $1.00 each for oopiee of jjsXS 
Disney* a Cqadce from Oct. 1940 to Feb. 
1942. 1 will pay .504 for oopiee of the 
KLSktZ MOW Marline from Oct. 1935 to 
Oct. 1940 or trade nint pro-war copies 
of Astounding, Unknown, and Gerasback 
Amasinga. Write to Malcolm Willits, 
11848 S.K. Powell Blvd., Portland, Oreg.

Fantasy Books For Sale 

Many Rare Items 

Send for List 

Haggards a Specialty

S.B.Myers, 904 Forest Ave., Ann Arbor, Mich.

PA9TAST BOCKS AID MAOAZOBS 
Bought A Sold

HAOGABD BDHR0UGH8
VSISD TAIJIS ASOUIDUa 8T0HIB8

oub snciAums
Large stock all 8.P. magasinos la stock.

Bare - PABTA8X BOOKS - Out of print
Cherokee Books 4

UM Owrak.. loU^o.1, U . (MU.

GOSIMOWBOyOBOX* Thirteen preauthora 
have collaborated with one of the 
leading amateur editor-publishers to 
produce an all professional issue of 
the fansine UTOPIAN. This special 
issue runs 76pp, containing work by 
Col. David H. Keller, MJ).; Forrest J 
Ackerman; Mack Reynolds; Ray Palmer ; 
Robert Bloch; 8 others. About 75 cop
ies of limited numbered edition left. 
25^ to R.Banks,1113.15,Coraiaana,Txs.

The Science-fiction or Fantasy Illustration 
you’ve always wanted, drawn especially for 
you, in colored ink or black ink. tor 
price and rough sketch, send description 
to: 

Robert K. Gilbert 
509 West Main Street 
Jonesboro, Tennessee

FOR SALE
aSF: Jan.-Aug., 1952.
Galaxy; Dec., ’50; Jan., F<^», July, Aug., 

Oct., Dec., ’51; Feb.-April, ’52.
Galaxy Novels: #2,4.

All Issues mint; $0.25 each; $4.u0 the 
lot.

Fantasy Advertiser: all Issues through May, 
1953, except: VIN3, V2N1,2.

All issues mint; $0.10 each; $2.50 the
_ lot (32 Issues).

Wanted:Unknowns in good condition. N6v’39 
Jan*41,Jan*42, 1943:Jan.Mar,May,July. Mil 
buy or trade my duplicates. Also want 
Weirds 1923-1925.Have duplicate early 
Winds, Horror. Terrors-FJire. Also want 
book series’Mot at Might.'Please give 
details 1st letter. C.Bostwick 1633 48th 
Ave. San Francisco, calif.

Fantasy Calendars for ’49,’50. $0.35 each.
Last and First Men (Stapledon) 1st Amer.

Ed., 1931. Fine in dw. $3.50.
Sirius (Stapledon^ 2nd British Ed., 1944.

Excellent in dw-. $2.50.

If Interested, make checks or Money Orders 
payable to: Neil Barron

3205 Rida Street
Pasadena 8, California 

(All orders over $1.00 are sent postpaid).

jFUK SALE
AMAZING 1959-1926 .60 - 1.00
WONDER 1940-1950 .40 - .75
ASTOUNDING 1940-1951 1.00-1.25
UNKNOWN 1945-1959 1,00 - 1.26
ASSORTED 1940-1958 .50

Send for list or nail ma your want list if your 
wants are few. Discount on 10.00 orders.

F. E. Driggers
55 Hemlook St., Park Forest, Illinois

*♦ BOOKS FOR SALE ««
l.The Outsider..Lovecraft..mint d/w $35.00 
2.ALRAU^. .Bwers. .111.Blaine, .nice $4.50 
S.IOWCBTU). .Crowley, .v.g .$2.50/fine$3.50 
4.fouch Of Nut-Meg..Collier..nice.. $2.00 
5.Spacehounds Of The I.P.C.lstmintdMS.OO 
6.west India Lights, .ihiitehead " " $2.00

I also have available lists: of Books 
and Science-Fiction Magazines.(Include 3# 
Stamp)Have also:Superman Comics-No.1-49. 
Milton Reich,.219? G&ANd AVB;N.T.C.(53)

BQMt 
Complete collection of niory Queen' a 
Mystery Magasinc, lea. 1-114. Issues 
1-105 bound in 15 volumes. Total cost 
to as was $51.40. fill mH for $40.00. 

A. V. Bendig 
5257 Fifth Avenue, 
Pittsburgh 52, Pa.

: 50 :
. 1926-1931 AMAZING STORIES

. All with both covers in very good

. condition.
• If interested write
. Greg Christy
. 720 Mill Street
.........................Porterville,.California......................

CLEARENCE SALE FOR CON EXPENSES I Buy before 
Philcon-2,please.Oomplete runs:OTHER WORLDS

SEQ,0ynM.:10-Sto.Fant..Tops in SF. Many: 
amazinGs,fa,ss,tws,MoF&sf fsm(g) .weirdTfate 

, -SUPER-SCI; Sqme:FFM,FN,UNKNOWNS,FlknaB. ALL
ABOVE G00D/mTnt71945-47B404 ; ’ 48-50M35#: »50- 
33M304. ORIGINAL DRAWINGS-J ACK WILLIAMSON’S 
SF C0MI0MK!Many SF Poc-booKW20< .POGOjdlte



other book which, like some of those by Heinlein, la direct
ed to younger readers but Is not without appeal to all who 
read science fiction. The platform In this story Is In the 
construction stages. The world looks on It as a means of 
war prevention. Those who disapprove of that Ideal are on 
hand in force to sabotage the project. The youthful protag
onist has a large share In seeing the platform to a success
ful launching.
The latest crop of juveniles from Winston is less rewarding 

to the older reader than were the two previous. Among their 
earlier books, titles by Poul Anderson, Philip Latham, Chad 
Oliver, and Arthur C. Clarke could be recommended for trial 
by the aficianado in his less demanding moods. With no such 
recommendation we note the current titles (each something 
over 200 pp, each $2): Robert W. Lowndes, MYSTERY OF THE THIRD 
MINE; Jack Vance, VANDALS OF THE VOID; Richard Marsten, ROC
KET TO LUNA; Kenneth Wright, THE MYSTERIOUS PLANET; Erik van 
Lhin, BATTLE ON MERCURY.

PRIVATE COLLECTION OF SCIENCE AND FANTASY FICTION

TO BE OFFERED BY MAIL AUCTION f

Including older, out-of-print and rare titles, some 
dating before 1900 but mostly 1900 to^l930. Also a 

1st Edition of "The Shadow Over Innsmouth" and 
other unusual items. Collectors Interested in 
bidding please send 3/ stamp for auction list.

A. H. McDonald, P.O. Box 202, 
Highway Hl^ilands, California

for aale - write for description of oond, prices, 
etc to george pubols - 5249 no 26th st - arling- 
ton 7 Virginia - all inquiries answered - all or
ders insured and postpaid - weapon makers 1st - 
mightiest machine - of worlds beyond - spaoehounds 
of ipc 1st - leg of space/cometeers 5.0C - the 
three skylark books 5.00 - set of galaxy 10.00 - 
asf 1946-1952 20.00 - also separately - fox woman 
bound pktbk - slan, beyond this horizon, methue. 
selah's children in asf's - two vlnl unknowns - 
many other items of varied types - write

I AM DISPOSING OF 800 MAGAZINES AND BOOKS 
AT ATTRACTIVE PRICES

They date back to 1927 and Include auch scarce items as 
1930 Astoundings, Unknown, Weird Tales, 

the Swedish "Jules Verne Magazine", also Mexican, Argentine, 
British, Canadian, Dutch magazines, generally in mint cond.

For free list, write— Howard DeVore 
16536 Evanston St., Detroit 24, Michigan



Advertising in this section is at the regular ' 
rates: 50/ for one column inch, etc. Micro 
Ad copy must be submitted fully prepared. It 

'may be typed (with a reasonably new ribbon, 
please) or written, printed, and/or drawn in

black ink. Copy should be exactly twice the 
size in each dimension of the magazine' space 
it is to occupy, e.g., a column inch would be 

x 2 inches. Eleven lines of 43 pica or 
52 elite characters are absolute maximums.

FOR SALE

Burroughs 1st ed.
FOB W

AST0UNDINGS-A11 good to mint condition

1940- all issues............ $.70 per Issue
19W- " "  50 " "
19“*7- " "  95 " "
1998- " "  90 " "
1999- » "  35 " "

§1.50 At the Earth’s Core
1.50 Outlaw of Torn
1.50 T. and the Jewels of Opar
.50 " " " " " * 2nd ed. McClurg

Pocketbooks
$ .75 Dunwlch Horror by Lovecraft

.75 lying Earth,by Vance

.50 Pocketbook of SR (1943)

.50 0’Halloran's Luck by BenAt (1944)

.50 Saki Sampler (1945)

.50 Green Girl by Williamson

Breezy Stories-Vol,l,#5- Jan 1916
.75 Science Wonder #1- June 1929
.75 Fam Fant Mysteries- Feb 1941
.75 Weird Tales- Jan 1936
.50 " " - July 1938
.50 Argosy- 7/8/33 with World's End
.50 Blue Book- Dec'33 with After World's C
.50 B " " - Oct'37,Visitors of Venus
.50 " " - Nov'40.Banshee In America
.50 Amazing- June 1937
.50 " - Oct 1938
.50 Astounding- Oct 1941
.50 " - Oct 1943
.50 Galaxy #1- Oct 1950

Books (*means dust wrapper)
$5.&0*Roads by Quinn,autografed, Arkham 1st 
1.50 Cristina Alberta's Father by Wells,'25 
1.50*Travelers in Time anthol., 1st 1947 
1.50*Adventures in Time&Spac? anthol.
1.50*The Doll by A. Blackwodt, Arkham 1st 
1.00*Here Copies a Candle by Frederic Browr/fi 
l.OO*Shadow on the Hearth by J.Merrill, 1st 
1.00*Men Against the Stars anthol., 1st

.50 31 stories of H.G.Wells

1950- " " ...................... 36 " "
1951- " " .......................25 "
1952-all but Nov.,Dec... .2$ " "

UNKNOWN

1939-March(lst l»«u.) .. (2.00
1939-Jun............................... 1.50

BOOKS -All mint with dust wrappers in 
plastic covers.
Jack Of Eagles,by James Blish-$2.00

- The Weapon Shop of Isher-van Vogt-$2.00 - 
The Weapon Makers-b> van Vogt-$2.OO

Wine Of The Dreamers-John MacDonald
$2.00

Adventures Tomorrow -ed R.F.Crozsen 
$2.00

Also have the following which are mint 
except for having dust wrappers taped 
to inside covers. These also have beau
tiful plastic covers.

TheeDbeaming Jewels-Theo.Sturgeon-$l.00
The Ship Of Ishter-A.Merrit -$1.00
Found®tion-Isaac Asimov -$1.50
The Outer Reaches,ed by Aug.Derleth-2.75
Far Boundaries,ed by Aug.Derleth—$1.75

iggoprap gglENqE-H^JCN WPET score 

13 for $2.00
special0 J

Nell Blum-2200 N.Kedzie-Chicago 47.111.
OUT OF SPACE AND TIME-by CLARK A. SMITH ,

FOR SALES A large variety of fan magazines 
dating back into 1934 in good condition & 
reasonably priced^ Many are the old 
printed magazines printed on the press of 
Conrad Ruppert & featuring such present 
day names as Wilson (Bob) Tucker,-Mort 
Weisinger, Ray Palmer, Ray Bradbury. Many 
of the stf & fantasy immortals: Rbbt E How
ard, C A 3mlth,Seabury Quinn, Barlow, HPL 
wrote here. Inquire from Lee Baldwin Box 
187 Grangeville Ida.

(new in plastic cover) - ---- $25.O(f
BEYOND THE WALL OF SLEEP-by H.P.L.

(very fine dust wrapperin plastic cover)
- -----W25.OO

POSTAGE PREPAID ON ALL ORDERS OVER $2.00 

ORDER FROM GEORGB N.ZEINER
5017 & CARPENTER ST.
CHICAGO 9, Ill.

HUTCHISON IS A SAPI
Yes he is. He's selling these brand new 
d/w first edition books at only $1.95 
each. First come fj.rst served.
Trlplanetary, The Humanoids, Divide & 
Rule, And Some Were Human, 31st of Feb. 
Conan the Conqueror, I Robot, The Black 
Flame, Who Goes There (auto.). Sleep No 
More, Slaves of Sleep (auto.), Nineteen 
Eighty-Four, Greener Than You Think, 
World of Null - A, The Darkness Falls, 
A Martian Odyssey, The Wheels of If, 
mag. version of Sian ( Astounding 19U° 
U issues ) @$2.50 the set. Also many 
magazines at cover value.
Merritt's The Black Wheel (rare)-$2.95 
Wanted: Comic magazines circa 1937-1|2.

Please list titles and dates.
Don Hutchison
Apt. B, IIII4A Yonge St. 
Toronto 5, Ontario.

ASTOUNDING: 32 Jan. June. Sept. Nov. $1.25 
Jan. Nov. $1. 33 Oct. Dec. $1.25c 34 June 
Nov. $1.25c 35 Jan. Oct. $1. 36 May, Aug. 
Nov. Dec. Si. 37 Feb. Apr. June, Aug. Sept. 
Nov. 85c 38 Apr. May, June, Jul. Sept; Oct. 
Nov. 75c 39 Feb. Sept. Oct. Nove Dec. 75c 
40 Jan. Apr. Oct. Nov. 75c Wonder Stories: 
30 Nov. >1. 31 Oct. 75c 36 Apr. 75c. All 
the following are Canadian eds: Astonishing 
42 Jan. Mar. May (First 3 issues) Science 
Fiction First issue 85c 42 Mar. 85c Uncanny: 
42 Sept-Oct. Mar. Apr. 85c Amazing: 34 Mar. ' 
Apr. May, June, Jul. Sept. 75c Aug. 50c 
Can. ed. Weirds, S3. TWS. back to 44 at 35c 
Amer, eds again: FFM 1st issue 60c Amazing: 
1926 Aug. #1.25c TWS: 36 Aug. Oct. Dec. 50c 
37 Aug. Dec. 50c 38 Feb. Apb. Aug. Oct. 
June 5oc 39 Apr. Aug. Dec. 50c 40 Apr. May, 
Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Dec. 50c 41 Feb. Apr. 
50c Also all 39-40-41 Startling 50c Will 
trade any of above for books. Seni me your 
Liat. Cash or money orders only. A.W» Purdy 
1866 West 4th Ave., Apt 2, Vancouver, Canada



Explorations in Science
By WALDEMAR KAEMPFFERT

What do you know about the "machine” heart and lungs? About the devel
opments in controlling weather regionally? About the hopeful advances in 
cancer research? What about “luck” as a determining element in life? 
Exactly what is involved in supersonic speed? And how close are scientists 
to creating life from lifeless matter? The explanations of these and a broad 
range of additional scientific wonders-in-progress are the fascinating sub
ject matter of Waldemar Kaempffert’s newest book. Mr. Kaempffert, one 
of the finest science writers for the layman in America, was inspired to 
write Explorations in Science by the advances in science that have made 
headline news since 1945.

Here are full expositions of matters that received only run-as-you-read 
treatment in the press; and here too are the dramatic stories behind the 
developments dealt with. Biology and medicine, physics, astronomy, 
meteorology, and sociology are all represented—each piece having been 
finally checked with an expert in the field. There are, besides, excursions 
into by-paths from the mainstem of science, sucfa as deep-sea treasure 
hunting, the prophetic theories of H. G. Wells—“Evangelist of Utopia,” 
and the ways and means of “breaking” codes. Here, in short, is a complete 
guided tour for the intelligent lay reader who wants to keep abreast of 
today’s increasingly important scientific advances.

Partial contents:
Building an Artificial Satellite in Space The Air Around Us
Machine Hearts and Lungs The Enigma of Cancer
Atoms instead of Fuel Can Science Create Life?

The Newer Concept of Man and His Body

320 pages • 5% x 8% • $3.50

WALDEMAR KAEMPFFERT, once an editor of Scientific American, later 
practiced patent law, and since 1927 has been the science and engineering editor 
of The New York Times. Among his books is Science Today and Tomorrow.



FOR SALE
AN 8OO-VOLUME LIBRARY OF SCIENCE FIC
TION, FANTASTIC AND WEIRD LITERATURE

I am disposing of my entire collectlon--which numbers In ex
cess of 800 titles—as a unit. A large number of the books 
are original editions; many are extremely rare and desirable 
titles; some are autographed or inscribed copies. With very 
few exceptions, all books are in condition that ranges from 
mint to very good. Many books are in original dust wrappers. 
Inquiry is Invited from those who are seriously Interested 
in the purchase of such a collection. Complete catalog and 
price will be furnished upon request.
The following first editions are Illustrative of the type of 
material that is being offered:

BENNET, ROBERT A. Thyra: A Romance of the Polar Pit 
CUMMINGS, RAY The Sea Girl 
EDDISON, E. R. The Worm Ouroboros 
GORMAN, HERBERT The Place Called Dagon 
HAGGARD, H. RIDER The Lady of the Heavens (and 32 
other Haggard titles)

KLINE, OTIS A. The Prince of Peril
LOVECRAFT, H.P. Beyond the Wall of Sleep & The 

Outsider and Others
MUNDY, TALBOT The Thunder Dragon Gate (and 20 other 

Mundy titles)
ORCZY, BARONESS The Gates of Kamt 
SMITH, CLARK A. Out of Space and Time 
SMITH, E. E. The Skylark of Space 
TAINE, JOHN The Gold Tooth 
WRIGHT, 3. FOWLER The World Below

L. Robert Tschirky 
105 Ralph Avenue 

White Plains, N. Y.

The lunar scene below is from ’’Approach to 
Infinity" by Morris Scott Dollens. Copies 
of this 16 page booklet of reproductions of 
Dollens’s paintings and photo-montages may 
be had for 30/ ppd. from the Advertiser.



BIG BOOK BARGAIN!!!
TWO BOOKS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!

PURCHASE ANY BOOK LISTED BELOW AND RECEIVE YOUR CHOICE OF ANY SIMILARLY-
PRICED (OR CHEAPER) BOOK ABSOLUTELY FREEH

-------UNDESIRED PRINCESS, The, L. Sprague de Camp
Fast-paced fantastic adventures of a modern man in a barbaric 
world of mirth and madness..................................................... $3.00

-------AND SOME WERE HUMAN, Larter del Rey
Twelve exciting stories of science fiction and fantasy......... $3.00

-------BLACK WHEEL, The, A. Merritt 4 Han. Bok
Fantasy in the Merritt style with illustrations by Bok...........$3.00

-------CARNELIAN CUBE, The, de Camp 4 Pratt
Sataric fantasy of an archaelogist's search for Utopia..........$3.00

-------EDISON'S CONQUEST OF MARS, Garrett ServiM
A rare science fiction novel originally printed over 50 years ago
in a New York newspaper. Illustrated..................................$3.50

------ EXILES OF TIME, Nebon Bond
Time-travel and the strange days of Ragnarok......................$3.00

------ INCOMPLETE ENCHANTER, de Camp 4 Pratt
Exciting adventures in two possible worlds of If..................$2.50

-------LEST DARKNESS FALL, de Camp
A modem man's escapades in ancient Rome......................... $3.00

-------LORDS OF CREATION, Eando Binder
From the 20th century to the 50th century where civilization
exists only in the Antarctica......... . ..........................................$3.00

-------MAN WHO SOLD THE MOON, The, Robert E. Heinlein
The first book in the future history series.............................43.00

-------MISLAID CHARM, The, Alexander M. Phillip.
Amusing fantasy of Pickett's adventures with the "littlemen." 

$1.75
-------AFTER 12,000 YEARS, Stanton A. Coblent.

Into the scientific world of the future goes a twentieth century 
man to be astounded by the civilization of tomorrow......... $3.00

------ COSMIC GEOIDS, The, John Taine
From the depths of space come the strange geoids bringing a 
warning to men of earth............................................................. $3.00

-------DARK OTHER, The, Stanley G. Weinbaum
Two independent personalities in one human, with seductive 
Patricia the catalyst that brings the evil one to life!........... $3.00

------ DEATH'S DEPUTY, L Ron Hubbard
". . . good plotting and smooth writing make this grim novel 
interesting indeed." World in Books.................................... .$2.50

-------DOORWAYS TO SPACE by Bartl Welk
Excellent collection of stories of galactic adventure and inter
planetary travel to strange worlds............. ............................ $2.50

------ NOMAD, Geo. O. Smith
Chronicle of one man's battle against the solar system..... $3.00

------ PORCELAIN MAGICIAN, The, Frank Owen.
Fifteen tales of oriental fantasy for the connosieur. Delicate 
subtlety and rich humor, illustrated throughout.................. $3.00

------ SHADOW GIRL, The, Ray Cumming.
Science fiction story of time-travel by an old master............. $1.50

-------HIDDEN UNIVERSE, The, Ralph Milne Farley
Intrepid adventurers lost on a secret world, in a new time 
and space dimension........................................................-.......$2.00

-------IRON STAR, The, John Tame
".. . Taine's greatest book and one of the greatest in all science 
fiction," says P. Schuyler Miller in his book review column in 
"Astounding Science Fiction" magazine.............................. $3.00

____ KINGSLAYER, The, L. Ron Hubbard
Adventure in the year 2139 A.D., when Earth has become a 
tyrant, and one man is chosen to rescue the galaxy.............$3.00

____ MACHINE-GOD LAUGHS, The, Feetu. Pragnell
Super warfare between the U.S. and China — a tale of today.

-------TOYMAKER, The, Raymood F. Jone.
Collection of six futuristic stories, acclaimed as one of the out
standing science fiction books..................................................$3.00

-------OMNIBUS OF TIME, The, Ralph Milne Farley
A giant volume of time traveling stories. Science fiction with 
the science explained in an intriguing manner. A collector's 
hem...................................................   $3.50

-------OUT OF THE UNKNOWN, van Vogt 4 Hull
Six exciting tales of fantasy by a famous writing team. Now in 
the second edition..................................................................... $3.00

-------PEOPLE OF THE COMET, Austin Hall
The travels of Alva the Sansar, first Lord of the Atom, through 
the dimensions and on the Cometary world......................$2.00

-------PLANETS OF ADVENTURE, Ba.il Well.
"Fifteen splendid stories . . . imaginative fiction at its very 
best." The Book Exchange, England..................................... $3.00

-------RADIUM POOL, The, Ed Earl Repp
Deep beneath the Manalava Plains.:^ Death Valley two Earth- 
men discover a mysterious pool of immortality.................... 43.00

-------SKYLARK OF SPACE, E. E. Smith, Ph. D.
Everyone agrees that this is one of the ten best science fiction 
novels ever written. Now in third edition..............................$3.00

-------SOLITARY HUNTERS, The, David H. Keller, M. D.
Two excellent novels of science fiction in one volume......... $3.00

-------THE HOMUNCULUS, David H. Keter, M. D.
The story of a very unusual scientific experiment................. $2.50

-------THE TORCH; Jack Bechdolt
Tale of atomic energy written over 30 years ago..................$2.50

-------VENUS EQUILAT^UAL, Geo. O. Smith
Ten high caliber stories of interplanetary adventure............. $3.00

-------WHEN THE BIRDS FLY SOUTH, Coblentz
Critics acclaim this novel as outstanding fantasy fiction..... $1.49

-------WITHOUT SORCERY, Theodore Sturgeon
Thirteen very excellent tales of science fantasy......................$3.00

-------WORLD BELOW, The, S. Fowler Wright
Science fiction classic — one million years into the future. $3.50

-------RADIO MAN (Mile. Cabot on Venu.), Ralph Milne Farley
The adventures of Myles Cabot on the veiled planet of Venus.
A classic science fiction story.................................................... 42.50

-------RAT RACE, The, Jay Franklin
A man who is strangely two men caught in the web of Wash
ington intrigue, international espionage, and atomic secrets.
First serialized in Colliers....................................  $3.00

-------SUNKEN WORLD, The, Stanton A. Coblentz
Legendary Atlantis recreated in a swift chronicle of wistful, 
haunting events. Second edition.................................... —$2.50

-------STELLAR MISSILES, The, Ed Earl Repp
Strange creatures from a distant world discovered in the first 
space ship to cross the star-ocean..........................................$2.75

-------WORKS OF M. P. SH1EL, The, (a bibliography), Mono
A book of distinction acclaimed by critics and connoisseurs. 
An "exciting", "extremely thorough", "able", "surprisingly 
entertaining'' bibliography which collates every known edition 
of Shiel's novels........................................ $6.00

____ WORLDS OF WONDER, Olaf Stapledon
Three stories: THE FLAMES, OLD MAN IN NEW WORLD, and
DEATH INTO LIFE, in the first American reproduction......$3.00

Send Order, to:
box S£P, SCIENCE FICTION ADVERTISER

1745 Kenneth Road, Glendale 1, California.

I encl<Me $---------- , check or money order. Pleaw .end me the 
book. I’ve checked.

-------MURDER MADNESS, Murray Leimter
The psychological deterioration of man under the rule of fear.
A fascinating fantasy of an exotic land................................. $2.75

-------TRITON, L Ron Hubbard
A rollicking tale of modern man in the undersea realm of
Neptune. Gay, wild excursion into fun................................ .$3.00

Name:

Addreu:

City:
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